Short Newsletter selling Noise Cancelling Headphones to writers.

Write Better With Peltor Noise Cancelling Headphones.
Morning Tim!
Hate it when random noises kick you out of your writing flow?
And you know steady focus is the #1 thing that makes you money as a writer....
Pro writers don't let random pops and hums burn away their moolah. That is why top
dogs (like Neville Medhora) recommend Peltor Noise Cancelling Headphones!
Designed for writers like you and me!
With headphones you would...
●
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●
●

Enter flow 80% faster.
Isolate yourself from distractions.
Think deeper, unbroken thoughts.
Work effectively anywhere (like noisy coffee shops).
Beat competition with your new superhuman productivity.

Why is writing so hard?
Because it demands steady focus for long periods of time. That's the only way to good
writing. And good writing SELLS. Let's put it in a simple formula...
More Focus = Better Writing = More Cash
Why put your income at mercy of your neighbor’s lawn mower?
Maintain DEEP FOCUS anytime and anywhere with noise canceling headphones. Once
you give them a try, you will consider them essential equipment for every serious writer.
Peltor designed these headphones specifically for writers who work long stretches.
Comfortable. Portable. Easy to clean. And can be worn for hours on end without you
noticing they're on your head!
But do they need batteries?

Nope! They work on passive-cancellation. Meaning they have heavily padded earcups
that fit snuggly onto your ears. This way they block ANY noise coming from your
environment… up to 30 Decibels!
Yeah... and much is that?
That would turn the godawful Boeing 707 takeoff to merely a small vacuum cleaner…
And would tune down a noisy conversation in a bustling restaurant to a quiet whisper.
(Funny thing just happened…
I'm writing this while visiting my wife's family in sunny Florida. My mother-in-law just
stormed in angry... Apparently she's been screaming "DINNER" for the past 15 minutes.
Sadly, these headphones can only filter screeching, and not the demon itself.)
Anywho...
Peltor is having a ONE-DAY FLASH SALE on all their noise cancelling gear!
Order the new Noise Cancelling Headphones Writer's Edition now! At only a fraction of
the retailer cost!
Use them for a week. If they don't boost your productivity by at least TWOFOLD contact
Peltor and you get your money back.
To order, click the link (www.peltor/headphones-writers), pick the color and fill in
the shipping information.
Yours truly,
Mihael D. Čačič
P.S. For an extra cost of a Starbucks coffee you can even add a custom engraving on
the side! Check out mine below!
Click here for custom engraving: www.peltor/headphones-writers/engraveing

